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Grandma Mara’s
RAMBLINGS

W

e’ve had our share of snow here in the east,
over the last couple of months. After a bunch
of storms and hours spent shovelling out
driveways and sidewalks, one gets tired of the white
stuff. For those folks who love winter and spend as much
time in the fields and on the slopes as they can, Grandma
has a certain amount of empathy. In my earlier years,
I loved cross-country skiing and snowshoeing, and the
time spent out in the open air. Those days have passed,
and now I wish the snow would go too.
Thank goodness for the invention of the snow blower.
With the electric start I have on mine, it’s a cinch to get
it going anytime I need it. It’s kind of fun to shoot the
snow off in whatever direction I want.
Now that Walter is in
the picture, I don’t even
have to step outdoors
after a storm, if I don’t
feel like it, as he comes
over in his four-wheel
drive. If the snow is too
much for my blower to
handle, he brings his
four-wheeler ATV, with
its snow blower and snug
canopy. I think he enjoys
the clean-up as much
as I do (or maybe even
more!). I certainly do
like having that man in my life!
There comes a time, usually sometime in March, when
you just know that enough is enough, and you don’t
want to see any more of the winter season. The cold
seems to constantly chill my feet and hands, no matter
how many socks and mittens I wear. Maybe it’s the cold
of all the years creeping up on me!
We’ve talked about retiring somewhere more southern
and warmer. The weather would be nicer in the winter.
The downside is you stand more chance of meeting nasty
critters. At least in the north, I don’t have to worry about
termites or poisonous snakes (much). Another downer is
the heat in the summers!
There’s a trade-off to everything, isn’t there? At least
Grandma’s winter long johns don’t sting and bite - as
long as I don’t mistakenly put liquid starch in the
washer’s softener cycle.
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FIBERGLASS POLE ANTENNA - PART 5

A

s I write this, in early February, there is not a lot
I can do on the vertical project. The ground is
covered with about a foot of snow, and the air
temperature is not at all conducive to working outside
on antennas. About the only thing I can do is to prepare
the tape measure radials for the time when spring returns
again.

One ham’s method of connecting a steel tape measure
as a radial. A wire is soldered to the tape and extended to
connect to the vertical antenna’s ground point. Picture is
from the April 2011 QST article “Does Your Ground Radial
Kit Measure Up?” by Ron Harger, WD8BCS.

Some hams, using steel tape measures as radials, have
soldered wires
to the end of the
tape. I decided I
would try another
way, for the time
being. I put together an alligator clip octopus
arrangement to
make the necessary connections, between
the riveted tape
ends and the bolt
on the PVC box
(shown in last
month’s newsletMy alligator clip octopus. I dabbed
ter). This way I
a coat of liquid tape on the wire
can still use the
soldered to the clip and added some
tapes for their
shrink tubing for strain relief.
original purpose
if I need to.
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A close-up of the octopus. The ends of the yellow wire
were stripped about 3/8 of an inch and individually solder
tinned. They were gathered into a group and wrapped
with a fine wire around them all and soldered as a unit. I
dipped the soldered end in liquid tape. Once that was dry I
covered it with a short length of shrink tubing and pinched
the open top with a pair of pliers. Then I looped one of the
clips up and ty-wrapped it in place.

At some future time, the mechanical connection between the end and the tape will increase in resistance because of rust, and I’ll have to do something more drastic.
Or maybe just throw them away and buy new ones.

OTHER STUFF
COMET DS-150S DISCONE ANTENNA

W

hen I first began my experimentation with the
inexpensive little USB SDR receivers, I already
knew, from comments on the reflector, that the accompanying antenna was not much good for anything except
very local reception. So even before the receivers arrived
from the eBay seller, I ordered a COMET DS-150S
discone antenna from Durham Radio. It arrived in a
few days by priority post in a long narrow cardboard box
stuffed with the antenna in a heavy plastic bag, and a lot
of shredded paper.
Assembly took roughly thirty minutes. Not terribly
complicated. The instructions were straight forward although very brief, and there are no adjustments to make
(unless you want to fine tune the six meter section).
Someone has already done the calculations and drilled
the holes. Parts quality and fit were excellent. The hardest part was fastening the coax connector to the “power
feeding section” and sealing the connector junction with
the “self-melting tape” provided. The days of weird
Japanese to English translations have not entirely disappeared. I wrapped several layers of black electrical tape
around the connector shell and tightened it gently with
slip-joint pliers to make sure it was snug. The tape was
to make sure I didn’t mar the finish on the connector, and
I removed it before applying the “self-melting tape”.
Installing the six shorter horizontal rods was easy
enough. The longer six that make up the cone section
were a little trickier. In the end, I turned it upside down
on the top of a plastic garbage can making it much easier
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to insert the threaded
ends in the sockets. After
the rods were installed,
I finished with the six
meter whip on the top.
For initial testing, I
mounted it on a three
foot fiberglass stepladder
on the floor of my office.
Not the best of antenna
test ranges, what with all
of the light fixtures, and
electrical, computer, and
alarm system wire above
the ceiling tiles.
First, I wanted to see
how it would do with the
local 2 meter repeaters so
I hooked up my ICOM
IC-T2H 2 meter handheld with the supplied 65
foot (20 meters) RG-58A/U cable. There was
no noticeable difference
between the HT’s rubber
duck antenna and the
discone. Not that there
is likely to be, with the
middle of the DS-150S
about chest high and
being fed through that
length of not very efficient coaxial cable.
Next, I connected my
RIG EXPERT AA-230
analyzer and did some
frequency scans. The
antenna’s stated specifications are from 25 to
1500 MHz on receive
and covering the 50, 144,
430, 900 and 1200 MHz
ham bands with less than
1.5 SWR on transmit.
This spread is much
larger than the coverage
provided by the analyzer,
but I was curious to see
what the AA-230 would
show. Minimum SWR
for the six meter band
was 1.38:1 at 51 MHz
rising slightly to 1.8 at
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50 MHz and 2.6 at 54 MHz. I didn’t
bother to adjust for any specific point
as I don’t currently have any gear
for 6 meters. A scan of 2 meters (146
MHz +/- 5 MHz) was no greater than
1.2:1 over the spread. Even though
it’s not specified, a similar scan of
220 MHz +/- 5 MHz showed an
SWR of < 1.37:1.
One of these days, I’ll mount it in
the office attic, above the aforementioned wire, cables, and metal, and
give it a better chance of working in
the clear.
So if you are looking for omnidirectional, wide band receive
and transmit coverage in the VHF
through UHF range, give some
thought to this antenna.

Drawing of the
assembled
antenna that you
see on the web.
The real version
has two clamps
instead of the
one shown.

WIRE ANTENNAS AND WIND

O

ver the years, I have had my share of wire antennas,
most of which have been hung from conveniently
located trees. The trees here in southern Nova Scotia are
lucky to make it to sixty feet tall, because of the wind
and the effect of the salt in the air from the nearby Atlantic Ocean and Bay of Fundy.
I used to partially drop the ends of any antenna I was
using at the time, when a storm involving wind was approaching. Sometimes they would end up on the ground
despite my precautions. On other occasions, I would
forget and leave them up in the operating position, and
they would still end up on the ground.
The latest antenna, a wire loop of nearly five hundred
feet in length, in service in one form or another for about
a decade, has also had its share of storm “down-time”.
Over the years, I have tried the rope-through-thepulley-fastened-to-the-tree method so beloved by the
various ARRL publications, and many amateur radio
magazine articles. With that method in place, I’ve also
watched the wind whipping the two trees holding a dipole in opposite directions snapping the wire at the center insulator. The counter weighted rope couldn’t move
fast enough to absorb the stresses and avoid disaster.
Another problem I’ve noted with the rope and pulley
tied to the tree method is the installed antenna height is
lower. In order to gain any height, the line from the tree
has to be fed out through the branches so as to clear the
tips, and that is usually of some not insignificant length.
The counter-weight pulls the line to the tree downward
at a severe angle, not like the perfect pictures seen in the
literature.
My QTH is not right on the top of a hill, but it isn’t
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A satellite view of my QTH. The loop antenna is shown
as the white lop-sided diamond shaped object a third of
the way up from the bottom center. The rear wall of the
barn and convenient trees provide support for the corner
points.

off by too far . The view to the southeast is down a lake.
Any wind from that direction has a clear run of a couple
of miles.
Current physical antenna protection and support
strategy (isn’t that a fancy turn of words!) has 3/8 inch
UV resistant rope over tree branches (tested every now
and then to make sure it hasn’t “sawed” its way into the
wood) to a shock (bungee) cord to a pulley. A safety
line three times the relaxed length of the shock cord is

A close-up showing the location of the feed-line from the
loop to the rear of the office/shack.

intended to save the day should the bungee break from
age or disintegration due to the effects of the sun’s ultraviolet rays.
Even with this arrangement, I’ve had failure when I’ve
dropped the loop part way to the ground trying to ride
out a storm. I’ve learned to ignore the wind warnings
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and leave the antenna up in place. Since incorporating
laziness in to my storm preparation strategy, there has
been no failure with the loop itself. I did have one side
of the balanced feed line break off where it connects to
the shack outer wall. That was due to a nylon tie-wrap
failure where it fastened the feed line to a flat piece of
flexible plastic acting as a strain relief.
Lowering the loop about a third of the distance to the

ROPE
TO
TREE

SHOCK CORD
LOOP WIRE

PULLEY

REALLY-BAD-HAPPENING
SAFETY LINE

A drawing of my “antenna protection and support strategy”. Hopefully it will continue to work and keep the
antenna up in the air despite whatever the elements can
throw at it.

ground (from full height) put more slack in the loop and
the support lines. This allowed the whole thing to blow
around much more than if it was in the normal (tighter)
operating position, permitting increased stress on everything.
My strategy appears to be working, as the antenna survived our early February 2013 snow storm with its wind
gusts of over one hundred miles per hour.
You can’t ask for more than that!

SEVEN QUESTIONS
Should you ever have to report to someone higher up
the chain of authority, about an emergency in your area,
these are The Seven Questions That Need To Be
Answered.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Name, title, and unit of the reporting officer.
How the presiding officer can be reached.
Description, location, and magnitude of the emergency.
Number of members or missionaries injured, missing, or dead.
Location and extent of damage to Church or member property.
Actions being taken to help those in distress.
Needed assistance that is unavailable locally.
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SILENT KEY
KC7OS

I received the following from Darren Eggett in an e-mail
to the webmaster@mara.net. He is trying to let anyone
who knew his father Dennis, of his passing.
Dennis Roger Eggett - KC7OS - was one of the
early members of MARA. He organized the
2nd annual world convention back in the early
days of MARA and was heavily involved in
HAM radio throughout his life.
Dennis passed away this last Saturday (2 February 2013).
We’re trying to find ways to contact his HAM
friends to let them know about his passing.
I’m hoping you could pass the info on to anyone who may still be interested.
The obituary can be seen at http://www.russonmortuary.com/sitemaker/sites/RUSSON1/obit.
cgi?user=894081Eggett

If you are a member of another MARA, ERRS or LDS
radio group, please include this in your next newsletter,
or in a group e-mail, to spread the word.
VE1VQ
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SEVERE WEATHER PREPAREDNESS WEEK

QUOTE OF THE MONTH

H

ow prepared are you? No, really? Not the “well, I
think I could get by for a few days, if the weather is
good, and the power stays on,” kind of being prepared! I
mean being actually ready for whatever severe weather
may happen in your part of the country.
Get ready - do it now!

Let us endeavor so to live that when we
come to die even the undertaker will be
sorry.
			

- Mark Twain
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ince last month, when I had to confess that I
realized I was getting old, I’ve also come to the
realization that I was losing the battle against the
dreaded belly bulge. After Christmas when I dared brave
the scales, I found that I didn’t just hold my own, as in
the past, for end-of-year holidays, but had added some
additional to my stature.
All of those dress shirts from J.C. Pennys, which had
fit so well a couple of years ago, the ones marked fitted,
now were snug, even overly so! The ones in the same
size branded as classic are still good. That same one, the
classic, used to be called athletic fit. Guess they think
those of us formerly of athletic build are now classics!
That same burst of inspiration that told me that I was
getting on in years, also informed me that I was - to put
it politely - becoming heavy-set. How about that for an
end of the year flash? But
then, my doctor has been
That same burst
trying to “inspire” me for
of inspiration that
some years now about the told me that I was
same thing.
getting on in years,
I never have been one
also informed me
for New Year’s resolutions
that I was - to put it
(if you don’t make’m, you
politely - becoming
can’t break’em), but this
heavy-set.
year I departed from that
tradition and made one
that I would get serious about losing some poundage.
I recently heard a speaker say that it wasn’t a real goal
unless you wrote it down and read it every morning and
every night. Even if you remembered and just said it to
yourself morning and night, it wasn’t the same. So, I’ve
written it on the computer and printed it out - in large
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caps! One copy hangs on the bathroom mirror, another
by the bedside, and a final one on the refrigerator door.
Now, a treadmill graces the floor of my den. In the
past, these fitness devices lived in the bedroom and,
usually in a short time,
became clothes hanging
racks. My kids are laying
bets the same thing will
happen with this one.
I am determined that it
will not. This time I will
continue to use it for its
intended purpose, and I
will lose that weight.
I’ve even got the proper
www.horizonfitness.com
attire - an old pair of
sweat pants, and an even
older and more faded LL Bean sweatshirt. According to
my oldest grand daughter, I may be old but I can still be
“in fashion”!
I’m trying to teach my dog to walk with me, but she
seems to disappear when the treadmill starts up. Guess
she’s got more sense than to walk up a sweat, and never
go anywhere.
Now, if you’ll excuse me, I have to move my jacket
from the treadmill so I can exercise!
Until next month,
VE1VQ
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